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Background 

I made my one-week internship at SKARP Agent. SKARP is an agent for photographers and stylists 
and works commercially. I chose to visit SKARP since I am a noncommercial musician, tired always 
being broke. I wanted to learn from SKARP what structures they use in order to be successful.

Company description

SKARP produce still shorts for represented photographers and stylists in and outside of Sweden. 
SKARP offers full-scale production service covering all aspects of production, set design, styling, 
casting and locations.

Introduction

Johanna Stinnvik and Andrea Hasselrot started the company in 1999. Four years later Lollo 
Urbansdotter Nyberg and Stina Hedberg were employed. 

With my questions in mind I followed Stina at work for one week.
I started to read about SKARP. Their annual report were clear and I got a good picture of the 
company. I looked in all photographers and stylist’s portfolios to get a view of their personal style. 

Questions

How much does the services of SKARP cost? How much does the photographers get paid?
How do they structure each project?

The process

Stina showed me process, from the rst phone call to the last invoice. Each project can be regarded 
as the work pre and proceeding the actual photo session. Each project got a folder. You can follow 
each step in the process with documents in the folder. The folder makes it easy for another producer 
to continue the project if necessary. 
With those ve simple documents everyone in the ofce, can follow the development of each 
project.

The rst: Information about the rst call with the costumer. Facts about: pictures, locations, 
models, deadlines, contacts, and phone numbers.
The second: SKARP makes an offer about the costs and sends it to the costumer. When the 
costumer approves the offer they make a deal. 
The third: The deal the contract is signed by both parts. 
The fourth: If there are a lot of people involved they use a “call sheet”. A “call sheet” provides 
information about times, locations and phone numbers for the photo session.
The fth: The invoice is the last document when the project is over.

I am used to work alone, and was looking for inspiration how to organize a team in bigger projects. 
This is a simple way of sharing information and get a quick picture of a project. My week at SKARP 
taught me a way of working when several people are involved in a project and how to coordinate.

The meetings

I attended some meetings during the week. 
One meeting was with a producer at SKARP, one new producer at the location and the photographer. 
The new producer talked about his background. He had worked with lm-making in several ways. 
He got the question what kind of work he preferred. He answered, his own lms, but he needed 
other projects to get the money. 
They talked about a vision of the ultimate project, the project that satises these three words.

FUN  DEVELOPING  PROFITABLE

To satisfy all three of these words is the ultimate project, two has to be satised in order not to 
lose the artistic integrity.



Thoughts

I was surprised and glad to hear the discussion.
I was not prepared to meet the same thoughts my musician fellows use to discuss in this context. 
The crucial point for me to gure out with my stay at SKARP was the combination of artistic work 
within a commercial business.

Is this possible? How far is it between the commercial and the noncommercial world? There are 
still questions left. 
In my prejudice I saw a difcult compromise situation. I have been thinking black and white, art or 
money. I have learned to see more colors. That satised me.

I can see the possibility; but it depends on who is the artist and which is the company. SKARP 
is showing us one way.

Back to the questions 

What is the  fee for photographers and stylists?
In the document about SKARP it says between 20.000 and 30.000 SEK for a photographer a day and 
8000 and 9000 SEK for a stylist. Of course it varies.

How much does the service of SKARP cost?
At SKARP they debit 20% from the production and 850 SEK an hour for the coordination.

How do they structure each project?
I wanted to know how to work smoothly, when there is more then one person working with a project. 
I was looking for structures and I found one that I can use in my own projects in the future. 

End

I am back in Gothenburg full of new experience. I have learnt how to calculate in a commercial 
project and a possible structure to work with. Now my prospective has widened and I feel more 
condent in meeting different kind of projects.
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